Creative Intelligence
For many people, God is simply the Creative Intelligence which imagined the Universe into
being. It is the splendor and beauty of all creation intelligently creating Itself as it goes. At times I’ve
wondered what it is that generates so many different types of species, plants, flowers and various forms of
creation. I’ve now come to understand how Creative Intelligence actualizes Itself through the desire to
know and experience all aspects of being in as many different forms as It can possibly conceive.
According to some of the work done by Carl Jung, each of us is a microcosm in which the universal
intelligence objectifies itself. And because It is unadulterated intelligence, this force or creative engine
merely has a thought and without resistance; It becomes. Being part-and-parcel to this imaginative
dynamo endows you with this same creative ability.
You are a unique individual aspects of the Creative Intelligence which thought up everything.
This Creative Intelligence seeks to express Itself as you—through you. In a spark of inspiration you—
being one with the creative source—conspired to have existence in your human form. It was you as your
fathomless self that moved within the infinite darkness and was stimulated to have being. The very
thought of becoming was acted upon by the radiance of creation hence the stage was set for your life to
come forth. Creative Intelligence then contrived a means in which to manifest by first orchestrating the
meeting of your parents and then your conception. It was your infinite Self that opted for the exact
moment in which to be conceived. You selected your parents for a meticulous reason and you wrought
out the conditions in which to be created. Through Creative Intelligence in agreement with your Divine
nature, you were manifested to experience reality in your present form.
You are Creative Intelligence—from the very beginning of all creation, to the formation of the
being that is represented by your material self—you are It and It is you and there is no differentiating.
You are one in the same and you can never be separated from your fundamental nature. As crazy as it
may sound, you fashioned yourself into existence so you could experience life as the being you are. I
know it sounds mind boggling and I know some may find this logic hard to believe, but in the grand
scheme of things, you find this to be true. Truth has a funny way of resonating within your being even
when you can’t quite explain it. Something deep within your consciousness confirms this understanding
on a subatomic level. That being the case, you are the progeny of Creative Intelligence and the same force
that was used to patent your life, is the same force that you exert with each and every thought and
materialization of your conscious mind. As such; Creative Intelligence is forever seeking to experience
every condition that comes into your field of awareness through your desire and attraction.
You create your reality by way of your thoughts and your beliefs. This has far reaching
ramifications because through certain unhealed traumas, faulty programming and limited thought

patterns, you become a fragment of your true Self. Because of this, you often attract people and situations
into your life that are equally fragmented. However, they are there to serve as a reflection of your own
fractured spirit. If you appraise your life and take stock of your friends, family, loved ones, and your
present condition, you will see a pattern of like-attracting-like because you are vibrating at the same
frequency as these individuals. You’ve heard it said that “birds of a feather flock together.” This is what
you’ve attracted through your oneness with Creative Intelligence. Although it is pure intelligence, it is
also subjective. Therefore, it doesn’t question what seeds are being planted into Its prolific mind it simply
functions as the garden for creation. When you plant seeds in the earth’s soil to germinate, Gaia (Earth’s
soul), has the intelligence to determine what to produce. If you plant apple seeds, it produces an apple tree
orange seeds will render an orange tree and so on and so forth. Such it is with Creative Intelligence. It
obeys your every command by way of your thoughts. You plant the seeds and they germinate into reality.
Your life is exactly as you created it to be moment by moment. While you may not be pleased
with your formation, it is the exact blueprint of your thoughts and desires. If you don’t like what you’ve
created, you must change your reference point. In order to do this you will have to change your views
towards creation and your position in it. You’ll have to change the frequency your allure is emitting. You
are the Architect and the originator of your own destiny and you possess the key to your own existence
through Creative Intelligence.

